Logistics & Support Volunteer Job Descriptions

Build Crewmember

Teardown Crewmember

Mooper Scooper

Fluff Attendant

Build Crewmember

Role Summary: These shifts are great for Jack (or Jill) of all trades types. If you can come out early, like working with your hands and aren't afraid to get dirty, Build Crew may be for you! Do note that all Build Crewmembers need PRIOR APPROVAL and you must be selected to the Logistics Team to be eligible to sign up for these shifts on ShiftBoard. Contact the Volunteer Coordinator or Logistics and Support Manager if you have ANY of the following skills plus an interest in raising an airport from the dust:

- Availability of at least 9 days prior to the start of Burning Man preferred (Airport opens the Wednesday before)
- Surveying / Layout / Google SketchUp experience
- Hulk-like strength
- A love of sweating in the sun
- Enjoyment of working as part of a team
- Problem solving and improvisation skills
- Experience building airports/structures in developing countries and/or harsh environments
- License and clean driving record
- Tools and knowledge of using them safely
- Carpentry skills
- OSHA Certification

Reporting Relationships: Report directly to Logistics & Support Manager and their Deputy

Percentage of Time Spent: 100% spent on-playa pre-event building the airport.

Qualifications - Required: Prior approval from the Logistics & Support Manager, contact if interested.

Equipment: BYO Work gloves and safety glasses! It’s always handy when people have their own tools, but not a prerequisite.

Duration: Each shift is four (4) hours long Morning Shifts are from 7:30AM PDT - 11:30AM PDT and Evening Shifts are from 3:30PM - 7:30PM. Volunteers who work both will be provided meals and showers for the day.
Teardown Crewmember

Role Summary: Do you have the stamina to survive a week of Burning Man and then come take down an airport for a few days? Good job learning to pace your partying or just being a superhuman, in any case COME ON DOWN! Do note that all Teardown Crewmembers need PRIOR APPROVAL and you must be selected to the Logistics Team to be eligible to sign up for these shifts on ShiftBoard. Contact the Volunteer Coordinator or Logistics and Support Manager if you have some of the following skills plus an interest in returning an airport to the dust:

- Availability of AT LEAST 3 days post Burning Man event (Staying 4 is even better!)
- Hulk-like strength
- A love of sweating in the sun
- Enjoyment of working as part of a team
- Patience for orderly placement and inventory of objects into storage containers
- License and clean driving record
- Tools and knowledge of using them safely
- Carpentry skills
- OSHA Certification

Reporting Relationships: Report directly to Logistics & Support Manager and their Deputy

Percentage of Time Spent: 100% spent post-event on-playa tearing down the airport.

Qualifications - Required: Prior approval from the Logistics & Support Manager, contact if interested.

Equipment: BYO Work gloves and safety glasses! It’s always handy when people have their own tools, but not a prerequisite.

Duration: Each shift is four (4) hours long Morning Shifts are from 7:30AM PDT - 11:30AM PDT and Evening Shifts are from 3:30PM - 7:30PM. Volunteers who work both will be provided meals and showers for the day.
Mooper Scooper

Role Summary: A lot of people come in and out of airport and lots of people means lots of MOOP. This year airport is committing to Leave No Trace and looking for passionate people to help pick up. These roles are OPEN TO ANYONE and are a great entry role for people who want to help out at airport and also a great way for long-standing airport community members to give back.

- Shifts as early as 3 days PRIOR to Burning Man and 4 days POST event. Shifts during the week too!

Reporting Relationships: Report directly to Logistics & Support Manager and their Deputy

Percentage of Time Spent: 10% acculturating and recruiting bystanders to Leave No Trace, 90% scooping MOOP

Qualifications - Required: Great attitude and care for the environment

Equipment: None. MOOP tools will be provided.

Duration: Each shift is four (4) hours long Morning Shifts are from 7:30AM PDT - 11:30AM PDT and Evening Shifts are from 3:30PM - 7:30PM.
Fluff Attendant

**Role Summary:** Do you enjoy caring for others? Are you an intuitive, empathic individual who instinctively notices when others around you are wilting? A strong work ethic is a cornerstone of airport culture, the downside is it sometimes means staff and volunteers forget to eat, hydrate or take necessary breaks. We have determined the best solution is our own airport version of Fluffers, to bring water, snacks and mist to to the workforce.

- Shifts as early as 9 days PRIOR to Burning Man and 4 days POST event. Shifts during the week too!
- Pre and Post shifts require prior approval, contact Logistics Manager or Volunteer Coordinator if interested.

**Reporting Relationships:** Report directly to Logistics & Support Manager and their Deputy

**Percentage of Time Spent:** 100% spent on playa delivering hydration and snacks to the people

**Qualifications - Required:** Awesome attitude

**Equipment:** None. I mean, if you happen to have a food and beverage service cart with off-road tires and a flight attendant costume you are definitely IN. We have pull carts ready with water jugs, misters and snacks. If you have any specialty food/beverages (non-alcoholic as people are working) you would like to bring and gift for your shift that is always awesome!

**Duration:** Each shift is four (4) hours long Morning Shifts are from 7:30AM PDT - 11:30AM PDT and Evening Shifts are from 3:30PM - 7:30PM.